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The effect of solvation on molecular Rydberg states: Dioxane clustered 
with nonpolar solvents 

P. O. Moreno, Q. Y. Shang, and E. R. Bernstein 
Colorado State University, Chemistry Department, Fort Collins. Colorado 80523 

(Received 30 March 1992; accepted 22 May 1992) 

One color 2 + I mass resolved excitation spectroscopy is employed to obtain molecular 
Rydberg 3s<-n transition spectra of 1,4-dioxane clustered in a molecular beam with nine 
nonpolar solvents. The solvents are Ar, Kr, CH4, CD4• CF4, SiH4, Si(CH3 )4, ethane, n
propane, cyclohexane-h12• and cyclohexane-d12• Spectral results are interpreted in terms of 
cluster size, isotope effects, and model calculations. A Lennard-Jones-Coulomb 6-12-1 
potential is used to model the intermolecular interactions and predict minimum energy cluster 
geometries, cluster binding energies, and intermolecular force constants which are used 
to calculate van der Waals vibrational frequencies. The results show that for simple solvents 
(Le., Ar, C~) the calculations offer a simple interpretation of the observed spectra in 
terms of multiple cluster geometries with distinct transition energies; however, as the solvent 
becomes more complex, the cluster spectra also become more complex, and the number 
of calculated minimum energy cluster geometries increases. Complex spectra are interpreted as 
a distribution of cluster geometries with similar transition energies. For all of the 
clusters, the electronic origins are blue shifted with respect to the bare l,4-dioxane origin. 
This observation is consistent with a model in which the excited state intermolecular 
potential becomes more repulsive due to the increased radial distribution of a nonbonding 
electron upon excitation into the 3s Rydberg state. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main body of molecular electronic spectroscopic 
information for organic systems concerns valence (n--1T*) 
or (1T--1T*) transitions. These transitions promote an elec
tron into an antibonding orbital (within the n =2 atomic 
shell) and the resulting spectra, therefore, reflect the struc
ture of a state with antibonding character. Thus, these 
studies are necessarily limited to systems which possess a 
1T-bond moiety. Alternatively, molecular Rydberg spec
troscopy involves the promotion of a nonbonded, lone-pair, 
u-bond, or 1T-bond electron to anonbonding orbital of 
higher principle quantum number (e.g., n = 3). Since all 
molecules possess such electrons, this dramatically ex
pands (i) the range of systems which can be studied at 
high resolution and sensitivity, and (ii) the type of infor
mation available for molecules. A body of information con
cerning Rydberg transitions in bare molecules exists. 1 The 
current collection of Rydberg data, however, is deficient in 
a number of ways: (i) it has been mostly acquired by one 
photon excitation, (ii) the systems studied are generally 
rotationally and vibrationally hot, resulting in highly con
gested spectra, and (iii) the detection techniques used do 
not employ mass spectroscopy, and therefore do not pro
vide for discrimination against impurities. Molecular 
beamllaser spectroscopy addresses these limitations. Baer 
et al. have recently studied Rydberg transitions in a num
ber of jet cooled cyclic ketones and methyl substituted cy
clic ketones.2 The resulting spectra are characterized by 
fow vibrational and rotational temperatures, very narrow 
peaks, and high signal-to-noise ratios. The information 
contained in these well resolved vibronic molecular Ryd
berg spectra can be used for the characterization of slight 
changes in ring structure, and the position and orientation 

of substituents. Of particular interest to this work is the 
observation of the two photon (n-3s) transition in 1,4-
dioxane.3 Also, Grant et al. have studied Rydberg states of 
jet cooled benzene,4 toluene,S sym-triazine,6 and cyclohex
ane.7 

The development of molecular jet technology has elic
ited a great deal of interest in the identification and spec
troscopy of molecular clusters.8 Such studies are vital to 
the understanding of solvation effects since the clustered 
molecule represents a bridge between the extreme cases of 
isolated, gas phase molecules and condensed phase totally 
solvated molecules. 

Presently, the majority of the electronic spectroscopic 
studies of clusters are of complexes of organic species, spe
cifically aromatic molecules. These studies8 focus on (i) 
the direction and extent of the transition energy perturba
tion upon clustering, (ii) modeling the most stable cluster 
geometries, (iii) normal mode analysis and assignment of 
van der Waals (vdW) vibrational modes, (iv) modeling 
the intermolecular binding energies, (v) cluster vibrational 
dynamics and dissociation, and (vi) cluster chemistry. 
Due to their spatially extended orbitals, Rydberg excita
tions shQuld be very sensitive to solvation effects and clus
ter chemistry. Indeed, one of the main experimental meth
ods for distinguishing Rydberg transitions from valence 
transitions has been the relative amount of spectral broad
ening induced by an applied bath gas pressure. 1 To date, 
virtually no information concerning the specific effects of 
clustering on molecular Rydberg transitions exists. Vaida 
et al. have provided evidence for cluster induced perturba
tion of the Rydberg spectra of acetone,9 acetaldehyde, 10 

and methyl iodide. 11 In those experiments the amount of 
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transmitted vs absorbed light is measured, but species (i.e., 
mononer, dimer, trimer, etc.) are not determined. 

In this paper, we report the first mass resolved Ryd
berg spectra of jet cooled clusters. The solute, l,4-dioxane, 
is clustered in a molecular beam with various solvents in
cluding Ar, Kr, CH4, CD4, CF4, SiH4, Si(CH3)4, ethane, 
n-propane, cyclohexane-h I2, and cyclohexane-dI2• Spectra 
are acquired via a one color, resonance enhanced, (2 + 1 ) 
mass resolved excitation spectroscopy (MRES).i2 This 
technique offers five important advantages with regard to 
previous studies of bare molecule Rydberg transitions. 
First, two photon selection rules allow access to electronic 
states which are not allowed via a one photon transition. 
Second, it makes high energy (less than 200 nm) electronic 
states accessible with visible or UV laser radiation. Third, 
valence transitions in this regime are usually broad due to 
high state densities and short lifetimes: molecular Rydberg 
states, on the other hand, are decoupled from valence 
states and are relatively long lived and sharp. The result is 
that Rydberg spectra appear as sharp lines built on the 
broad background of higher valence transitions. 1 Fourth, 
molecular Rydberg states typically have large ionization 
cross sections which facilitate their discrimination from 
valence transitions and generate intense spectra. Fifth, res
olution facilitates the identification of observed species and 
avoids the possibility of overlapping and interfering cluster 
spectra. 

In the following discussion, the results of the present 
work are interpreted in terms of cluster size (mass), iso
tope effects, and predictions based on some simple model 
calculations. Similar techniques have previously proven 
useful in the analysis of valence transition spectroscopic 
data for molecular clusters.8 Model calculations provide 
three types of information which facilitate the analysis of 
the experimental spectra. First, the minimum energy clus
ter geometries are determined with an empirical intermo
lecular potential. Second, the calculations also provide 
binding energies for the various geometries. And finally, a 
normal mode analysis of the cluster vibrations is performed 
for the determined cluster geometries to predict van der 
Waals vibrational frequencies and compare them with ex
perimental observations. 

II. PROCEDURES 

A. Experiment 

A detailed description of the supersonic molecular jet 
apparatus and time-of-flight mass spectrometer has been 
published previously.13 Light from a Nd/Y AG pumped 
dye laser (Spectra Physics) is mixed with the Nd/Y AG 
1.064 /-Lm fundamental to produce a UV /VIS excitation 
beam. A 2:1 DCM/R640 (Exiton) laser dye mixture in 
methanol is used to span the range of wavelengths (383-
405 nm) required for these studies. A 35 cm focal length 
lens is used to focus the resulting laser beam onto the 
molecular beam. MRES spectra are acquired by employing 
a pulsed supersonic molecular jet expansion in combina
tion with one color 2 + 1 resonance enhanced ionization. 
Following ionization, the molecular and cluster ions are 

subsequently analyzed by time-of-flight mass spectroscopy. 
Nozzle backing pressure is maintained at 50 psi (gauge). 
Samples of gas mixtures consisting of 1% solute (1,4-
dioxane) and 5% solvent (i.e., methane, etc.), with a bal
ance of bath gas (helium), are prepared in the following 
manner. First, a stainless steel vacuum manifold and mix
ing tank are evacuated to ca. 10-3 Torr. The solute is then 
degassed and an appropriate amount (ca. 50 Torr) is in
troduced to the system. The solvent is then introduced in 
the appropriate amount, and the bath gas subsequentially 
added. This sequence is adopted so that the mixing vessel is 
kept at a lower total pressure than the substance being 
introduced. The sources and purities of materials used are 
as follows: l,4-dioxane (Mallinckrodt, AR), argon (Gen
eral Air, Commercial Grade), krypton (Spectra Gases, 
99.995%), methane-h4 (General Air, Commercial Grade), 
methane-d4 (Cambridge Isotope Laboratory, 99% ), 
ethane (Matheson, Research Grade), propane (Scientific 
Gas Products, Research Grade), cyclohexane-h l2 (Fisher, 
Spectrograde), cyclohexane-dl2 (Aldrich, 99.5%), silane 
(Aldrich, 99.9%), tetramethylsilane (Aldrich, NMR 
Grade), tetrafluoromethane (Aldrich, 912% ). All re
agents are used without additional purification. 

B. Calculation 

Three types of calculations are performed to model the 
studied clusters. First, the ground state minimum energy 
cluster geometries are determined using three different 
empirical potential energy methods. Second, the 
1,4-dioxane(CH4h cluster geometry is modeled with a 
semiempirical molecular orbital method. Third, a normal 
mode analysis is performed with these geometries to deter
mine cluster van der Waals vibrational frequencies. 

The ground state minimum energy cluster geometries 
for the 1 ,4-dioxane ( C~h are determined using four dif
ferent methods. First, the potential parameters and meth
ods of Scheraga are used with fixed solvent and solute 
geometries. 14 These calculations employ as many as 2000 
random starting points with a Lennard-Jones-Coulomb 6-
12-1 potential. The solvent and solute geometries and 
atomic partial charges are determined by a semiempirical 
molecular orbital calculation with the computer program 
MOPAC 6, IS employing the PM3 Hamiltonian. Second, 
the WERK force field of Rappe et al. 16 is used to calculate 
cluster geometries while allowing the solute and solvent 
molecular geometries to relax as a result of the intermo
lecular potential energy. Partial charges used in this calcu
lation are the same as those used for the previous method. 
This algorithm also uses a Lennard-Jones-CouIomb 6-12-1 
expression for modeling van der Waals interactions. Third, 
the MMX force field of Gajewski and Gilbert, which is an 
extension of Allinger's MM2 force field,11 is employed to 
calculate the cluster geometries while allowing the solute 
and solvent molecular geometries to relax. Methods 2 and 
3 use only a limited number of input geometries which are 
chosen to be close to the minimum energy geometries de
termined by method 1 above. Fourth, these minimum en
ergy geometries for the 1,4-dioxane(methane) 1 cluster also 
serve as starting geometries for the semiempirical molecu-
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1.4-D10XANE 

~~~-~~, ~~-. ------I...-~-- ~ 

~()X(X) ~IO()() 51200 51400 

FIG. 1. Two photon one color (2+ 1) mass resolved excitation spectrum 
(MRES) of 1,4-dioxane. The electronic origin (og) is at 50663.1 cm- 1 

and the peaks labeled a,P,r, and {j are dioxane excited state internal 
vibrations. The small peaks on both sides of the origin are hot bands. 

lar orbital package MOPAC 6. MOPAC 6 calculations 
employ the PM3 Hamiltonian with the gradient norm re
duced to 10-3• Calculations for all other clusters are re
stricted to method 1. 

A normal mode analysis is performed on the minimum 
energy cluster geometries resulting from method 1 and the 
van der Waals vibrational frequencies are determined. This 
type of calculation is described in detail elsewhere. 18 Trans
lational and rotational degrees of freedom have residual 
energies of less than 10-2 cm- I for all normal mode cal
culations. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 presents the mass resolved excitation spec
trum MRES (2 + 1) of the bare l,4-dioxane molecule. This 
spectrum is similar to that reported by Ref. 3. The transi
tion energy for the electronic origin (og transitions) of 
l,4-dioxane is 50 663.1 cm - I. This is the lowest energy 
electronic transition observed in l,4-dioxane and it is only 
observed in two-photon absorption. It is assigned as an 
n-3s Rydberg transition: 2Ag - lAg> 3s-n, two photon al
lowed, one photon forbidden. The first four vibronic tran
sition appears at 51067.9 cm- I (labeled a), 51096.5 
cm- I (labeled /3), 511 20.7 cm- I (labeled y), and 
51396.9 cm- I (labeled lj) corresponding to 404.8 cm- I, 
433.4 cm - 1, 457.6 cm - 1, and 733.8 cm -I excited state 
vibrations, respectively. The two photon energies for the 
vibronic features of 1,4-dioxane are listed in Table I, both 
as absolute energies, and as energies relative to the 1,4-
dioxane origin. In presenting and discussing the subse
quent cluster data, this spectrum will serve as a compari
son for shifts and changes in vibrational frequencies. 

A. Dloxane(Kr)1 and (Ar)1 

The middle trace in Fig. 2 is the MRES of 
1,4-dioxane(Kr) I cluster. Notice that the bare dioxane 
transitions can be seen in the cluster spectrum as negative 

peaks due to overload ringing from the nearby solute mass 
channel. The origin of the cluster spectrum (labeled A) at 
50 685.7 cm -I is blue shifted 22.6 cm -I with respect to the 
bare dioxane origin and a second feature (labeled B) at 
50 770.0 cm -\ is blue shifted by 106.7 cm - I. Built on each 
of these transitions is a set of three features which corre
spond to dioxane vibronic transitions, labeled Aw Ap, Ar 
and Ba, Bp, Br. Aa and Ba are 411 cm- I from A and B, 
respectively. Transition B at 50770.0 cm- I may be as
signed in two ways: (i) as the electronic origin of a second 
stable cluster geometry, or (ii) as an intermolecular van 
der Waals vibrational mode built on A. In either case, the 
features built- on it, Ba, Bp; and BY' may be assigned as 
internal l,4-dioxane vibronic transitions. 

The top trace in Fig. 2 is the MRES of 
l,4-dioxane(Ar) I cluster. This spectrum is very similar to 
that of the l,4-dioxane(Krh cluster. The origin of the 
1,4-dioxane(Ar)1 spectrum at 50723.5 cm- I (labeled A) 
is blue shifted by 60.4 cm -I relative to the l,4-dioxane 
origin and the second feature at 50 821.7 cm -I (labeled B) 
appears blue shifted by 158.6 cm- I. While the three diox
ane vibronic peaks (labeled Aa, Ap, and Ar) built on clus
ter origin A are present in the 1,4-dioxane(Arh spectrum, 
only one vibronic feature in the second group built on B 
(labeled Ba) is visible above the noise level. 

Typically for valence transitions, argon and krypton 
clusters have red shifted transitions with respect to the bare 
molecule spectrum and additionally, the cluster shift is 
larger for krypton than for argon. The reverse is seen here 
for the Rydberg transition: this indicates that the 3s Ryd
berg state cluster is more weakly bound than the ground 
state cluster. 

Two minimum energy geometries are calculated for 
the l,4-dioxane(Ar) I cluster by method 1 described in Sec. 
n B. In order to describe these calculated geometries, the 
orientation of the solute molecule is defined in the follow
ing manner. First, consider a coordinate system for which 
the origin is at the center of a rectangle defined by the four 
carbon atoms of dioxane. The z axis is perpendicular to the 
plane of the dioxane carbon atoms, the x axis is normal to 
the C-C bonds, and the y axis necessarily lies in the vertical 
Cz plane containing the oxygen atoms. In the most stable 
of the two geometries, the argon atom lies along the z axis 
and, in the second geometry, the argon atom lies in the y,z 
plane slightly above the y axis. These minimum energy 
configurations along with their respective binding energies 
(BE) are presented in Fig. 3. The argon atom lies along the 
z axis for the lowest energy cluster geometry. A normal 
mode analysis is performed on these cluster geometries to 
determine the intermolecular van der Waals vibrational 
frequencies and these are listed in Table n for both cluster 
geometries. 

The spectral shift for a cluster may be seen as the 
difference between the ground and excited state binding 
energies. A blue shift implies the destabilization of the clus
ter upon excitation to its molecular Rydberg state. For 
both the l,4-dioxane(Ar) I cluster and the 
1,4-dioxane(Kr) I cluster, no signal is observed above 
51250 cm- I: this is 527 cm- I and 564 em-I higher in 
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TABLE I. Transition energies and assignments for various solvents clustered with 1,4-dioxane.a 

Transition energies 
Relative energies (em-I) 

Species Label (em-I) Origin Vibrations Assignment 

1,4-dioxane og 50663.1 0.0 1,4-dioxane origin 
a 51067.9 404.8 IV 
{3 51096.5 433.4 IV 

r 51 120.7 457.6 IV 
{j 51396.9 733.8 IV 

Solvent: 
Krypton A 50685.7 22.6 Cluster origin 

Aa 51096.3 410.6 IV 
Ap 51 125.1 439.4 IV 
Ay 51 143.5 457.8 IV 

B 50770.0 106.7 Cluster origin 
Ba 51 181.3 411.3 IV 
Bp 51211.6 441.6 IV 
By 51228.2 458.2 IV 

Argon A 50723.5 60.4 Cluster origin 
Aa 51 113.5 390.0 IV 
Ap 51 161.6 438.1 IV 
Ay 51 181.0 457.5 IV 

B 50821.7 158.6 Cluster origin 
Ba 51231.4 409.7 I.V. 

CI4 A 50673.5 10.4 Cluster origin 
50676.9 3.4 vdW 
50679.1 5.6 vdW 
50681.9 8.4 vdW 

UI 50737.6 64.1 vdW 

B 50792.8 129.7 Cluster origin 
50795.8 3.0 vdW 
50798.7 5.9 vdW 

C 50851.4 188.3 Cluster origin 

CD4 A 50676.2 13.1 Cluster origin 
50677.8 1.6 vdW 

U 50727.1 50.9 vdW 

B 50797.9 134.8 Cluster origin 
50799.2 1.3 vdW 

C 50851.4 188.3 Cluster origin 
CF4 A 50979.3 316.2 Cluster origin 

UI 51008.5 29.2 vdW 
Aa 51390.3 411.0 IV 

B 51070.0 406.9 Cluster origin 
hI 51074.9 4.9 vdW 
h2 51077.9 7.9 vdW 
Ba 51485.3 415.3 IV 
Bp 51 508.9 438.9 IV 
By 51 528.4 458.4 IV 
h la 51490.3 5.0 vdW 

~ 51494.9 9.6 vdW 

C 51093.6 430.5 Cluster origin 

Ethane A 50717.1 54.0 Cluster origin 
UI 50720.9 3.8 vdW 
U2 50735.4 18.3 vdW 
U3 50746.7 29.6 vdW 
Aa 51 127.8 410.7 IV 
Ap 51157.9 440.8 IV 
AY 51175.1 458.0 IV 
A6 51446.9 729.8 IV 
B 50851.4 188.3 Cluster origin 
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TABLE I. (Continued.) 

Transition energies 
Relative energies (em -I) 

Species Label (em-I) Origin Vibrations Assignment 

hi 50889.0 37.6 vdW 
C 50907 244 Cluster origin 

C" 51324 417 IV 

Propane A 50756.4 93.3 Cluster origin 
al 50781.0 24.6 vdW 
a2 50805.2 48.8 vdW 

A" 51 165.9 409.5 IV 
Ap 51 195.2 438.8 IV 
Ar 51213.5 457.1 IV 

B,C 50988.8 325.7 Cluster origin 
51004.0 340.9 Cluster origin 

[B,C]" 51404.5 415.7 IV 
51417.6 413.6 IV 

Cc,H12 A 50811.1 148.0 Cluster origin 

A" 51225.8 414.7 IV 
A6 51548.2 737.1 IV 

[B,C] 50839.7 176.6 Cluster origin 
50856.6 193.5 Cluster origin 

[B,C]" 51253.5 413.8 IV 
51269.6 413.0 IV 

[B,C]6 51574.0 734.3 IV 
51595.5 738.9 IV 

CJ)12 A 50820.8 157.7 Cluster origin 

A" 51235.9 415.1 IV 
A6 51 558.1 737.3 IV 

[B,C] 50848.8 185.7 Cluster origin 
50871.0 207.9 Cluster origin 

[B'C]a 51260.8 412.0 IV 
51279.0 408.0 IV 

[B,G16 51584.5 735.7 IV 
51607.2 736.2 IV 

Sil4 A 50999.9 336.8 Cluster origin 
al 51014.8 14.9 vdW 
Aa 51416.4 416.5 IV 
A6 51732.3 732.3 IV 

B 51033.6 370.5 Cluster origin 
51036.4 373.3 Cluster origin 
51040.9 377.8 Cluster origin 

B" 51452.0 418.4 IV 
By 51769.0 735.4 IV 

C 51075 412 

TMS [A,B,C] 51138 475 Cluster origin 
[A,B,C]atJ.y 51548 410 IV 
[A,B,C]y 51868 730 IV 

"IV denotes solute internal vibrational modes, while vdW denotes intermolecular van der Waals modes. 

energy than the low energy cluster spectral origin for the 
1,4-dioxane(Arh and 1,4-dioxane(Krh clusters, respec
tively. The clusters must be dissociating due to intracluster 
vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) of excess vibra
tional energy and subsequent vibrational predissociation 
(VP). This cluster dissociation is additionally confirmed 
by the observation of the cluster features in the bare mol
ecule mass channel. The vibrational excess energy at which 
cluster signals are no longer observed represents an upper 

bound on the excited state cluster binding energy. An up
per bound for the ground state binding energy may then be 
determined by adding the spectral shift to these numbers. 
The experimentally determined upper limit for the ground 
state binding energies of the 1,4-dioxane(Arh and 
1,4-dioxane(Krh clusters are larger than the calculated 
ground state binding energies as expected since IVR might 
well be slow in this system. 

The peaks labeled A and B in the 1,4-dioxane(Ar)! 
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A 

DIOXANE(ARh 
B 

A 

B DIOXANE(KR)j 

DIOXANE 

50600 50800 51000 51200 

Two-Photon Energy_ Wavenumber- (em-]) 

FIG. 2. Two photon one color (2+1) MRES of 1,4-dioxane (bottom 
trace), 1,4-dioxane(Krlt cluster (center trace), and 1,4-dioxane(Arlt 
cluster (top trace). For energies above 51 000 em-I, intensities have been 
increased by a factor of 5. 

spectrum are assigned as the spectral origins (og transi
tions) for two cluster configurations. This assignment is 
based on: (i) the cluster minimum energy calculations 
which predict two stable configurations for this cluster, 
and (li) the normal mode analysis of these configurations 
which predicts that the highest van der Waals vibrational 
frequency is 36 cm- I for either cluster geometry. This is 
only about 40% of the 98 cm -I difference between the two 
features labeled A and B and suggests that B is not due to 
a van der Waals vibration because all the intensity for the 
cluster transition is at the og transition. Hence, the ob
served spectrum consists of two overlapping spectra result
ing from the two stable cluster geometries. The features 

o 

o 
I-- Z 
1 
I 

BE = 233 cm-l 

BE = 176 cm-! 

FIG. 3. The two minimum energy configurations and their binding ener
gies for the 1,4-dioxane(Arh cluster simulated with Scheraga's potential. 

TABLE ll. van der Waals normal mode frequencies (em-I) and mode 
types for two 1,4-dioxane(Ar)1 cluster geometries." 

Cluster binding energy Cluster binding energy Mode 
233 em-I Mode typeb 176 em-I type 

35.6 Sz 32.3 Sy 
27.6 By 19.8 Bx 
23.6 Bx 14.4 Bz 

"Figure 3 illustrates the geometries of the two 1,4-dioxane(Ar) 1 geome
tries and the defined x, y, and z axis. 
~de types stretch (S) and bend (B) have been defined in Ref. 21. The 
direction of motion indicated by the SUbscripts is approximate since the 
solvent does not lie exactly on axis. 

labeled Aa, Ap, Ay> and Ba are 1,4-dioxane vibronic tran
sitions which are built on A and B. 

The 1,4-dioxane(Kr) 1 cluster and the 
1,4-dioxane(Ar) 1 cluster have similar solvent physical 
properties and cluster spectroscopic properties. The spec
trum of the 1,4-dioxane(Kr) 1 cluster is, therefore, inter
preted in a fashion analogous to that for the 
1,4-dioxane(Ar) 1 cluster. The binding energies of the 
1,4-dioxane(Krh clusters are expected to be greater than 
those of the argon clusters due to the larger polarizability 
ofKr (Ar: a= 1.64 A3; Kr: a=2.48 A3).19 A lower cluster 
binding energy for the argon cluster would account for the 
absence of features Bp and By in the argon cluster spec
trum. 

B.1,4-dloxane(methane)1 

The MRES of the 1,4-dioxane(CH4h and 
l,4-dioxane(CD4 )1 clusters are shown in Fig. 4. The neg
ative peaks in these traces are due to ringing from the very 
intense bare molecule mass channel signal. Starting from 
the low energy end of the spectrum, a number of features 
are noteworthy: (i) a multiplet (labeled A), the lowest 
energy transition of which falls at 50 673.5 cm - " blue 
shifted 10.4 cm- I from the l,4-dioxane origin, (ii) 64.1 

B 

A 

c 

Two-Photnn Energy_ WaVl'lllllllber:-. (cm- 1) 

FIG. 4. Two photon one color (2+ 1) MRES of the 
1,4-dioxane(Cl4)I cluster (top trace) and 1,4-dioxane(CD4)1 cluster 
(bottom trace). 
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DlOXANE(CD4>t 

~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~~ ____ --J 

50flfoO 50670 50680 50690 

Two-Photon Ener/ty_ Wavenumbers (em-I) 

FIG. S. Expanded view of Fig. 4 in the region of the cluster origin. 

cm- I from A is another less intense feature (labeled at), 
(ill) a more intense feature (labeled B) which is resolved 
into two peaks, at 50795.8 cm- I and 50798.7 cm- I , with 
a shoulder at 50 792.8 cm -I, (iv) a broad and congested 
group of peaks (the largest peak of which is at 50 851.4 
cm - I and labeled C), (v) a group of features at approxi
mately 51095 cm-I, and (vi) no cluster signal is observed 
above 51 200 cm- I • 

The bottom trace of Fig. 4 shows how solvent deuter
ation affects the 1,4-dioxane(C14>t cluster spectrum. 
Three important effects should be noted: (i) the spacings 
in the initial multiplet (labeled A) collapse-this is shown 
in more detail in Fig. 5, (ii) the weak feature at 50737.6 
cm- I (labeled at) is red shifted by to.5 cm- I to 50727.1 
cm - 1, (ill) the spacings between the resolved peaks in the 
most intense feature (labeled B) collapse from 2.9-1.3 
cm- I . 

Calculations produce three minimum energy geome
tries for the 1,4-dioxane(C14>t cluster as shown in Fig. 6. 
All three empirical methods of calculation (see Sec. II B) 
yield the same three geometries, but slightly different bind
ing energies. As in the argon cluster case, the lowest energy 
configuration has the solvent molecule along the z axis of 
the defined coordinate system. Three methane hydrogen 
atoms point toward dioxane. The next lowest energy con
figuration is also analogous to the argon case with the 
methane carbon along the y axis. In the least stable geom
etry, three of the methane hydrogens point toward the C-C 
bond of the dioxane ring and the methane carbon is on the 
x axis. The resulting binding energies are listed in Table III 
and Fig. 6. The MOP AC 6 calculations produced only two 
different minimum energy geometries. In one of the MO
PAC 6 geometries, methane is oriented in the y,z plane 
along a vector bisecting the y and z axes. The second MO
PAC 6 geometry is equivalent to the least stable geometry 
determined by the empirical potential energy calculations. 
The resulting MOPAC 6 binding energies are also listed in 
Table III and are larger than any of the empirical potential 
results. These and the binding energies determined by the 
WERK. program are probably too large considering that 

.,. 

~----~':: ---> 
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I ' • 
.) x 

CONFIGURATION 1 

CONFIGURATION 2 

BE == 4:'.9 em-! 

BE == 332 cm- l 

*' ~ BE" 278 ,m"l 

CONFIGURATION 3 

FIG. 6. Three minimum energy geometries of the 1,4-dioxane(Cl4)1 
cluster simulated with Scheraga's potential. 

all cluster signal vanishes above 400 cm -I to the blue of 
the bare 1,4-dioxane origin: an upper limit to the dioxane/ 
methane ground state cluster binding energy is thus ca. 550 
cm -1. A cluster normal mode analysis is performed using 
the geometries determined by the Scheraga empirical po
tential. Identical geometries for deuterated methane are 
used to determine the effect of deuteration on these cluster 
van der Waals modes. The calculated frequencies for the 
van der Waals normal modes are listed in Table IV for the 
configurations calculated from the Scheraga potential. 

The spectra in Fig. 4 are assigned based on empirical 
potential energy calculations and isotope shifts, in the fol
lowing manner. The features labeled A, B, and C are as
signed as spectral origins for three cluster configurations. 
The feature labeled at and the fine structure in A are as
signed as van der Waals modes built on the origin of clus
ter A. The fine structure of B is likewise assigned as van der 
Waals modes of that cluster configuration. The assignment 
of the broad congested features labeled C is uncertain. The 

TABLE III. Binding energies (cm -I) for the three minimum energy 
1,4-dioxane( Cl4h and 1 ,4-dioxane ( CD4h configurations. 

Method Configuration 1 Configuration 2 Configuration 3 

Scheraga 429 332 278 
WERK 666 534 480 
MMX 439 396 320 
MOPAC6 900 900 404 
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TABLE IV. van der Waals normal mode frequencies (em-I) for three 1,4-dioxane(CH4)1 and three 
1,4-dioxane(CD4h cluster geometries derived from the Scheraga potential energy form. 

Configuration" Modeb Configuration Mode Configuration Mode 
1 type 2 type 3 type 

1,4-dioxane(C~) I 84.2 Ty 69.8 T" 71.9 Ty 
77.5 T" 66.1 T. 60.4 S" 
72.3 S. 65.5 Sy 56.0 T. 
47.7 T. 34.9 B" 30.0 By 
37.3 By 21.8 Ty 26.7 T" 
35.7 B" 20.9 Bz 15.3 B. 

1,4-dioxane( CD4) I 66.9 Sz 59.9 Sy 55.2 S" 
60.7 Ty 49.4 T" 51.2 Ty 
55.9 T" 47.0 T. 39.9 Tz 
39.3 Bx 31.3 Bx 28.8 By 
35.1 By 20.4 Bz 19.4 T" 
29.5 Tz 16.8 Ty 14.8 Bz 

"Figure 6 illustrates the geometries of configurations 1-3 and the defined x.y, and z axis. 
~ode types stretch (S), torsion (T), and bend (B) have been defined in Ref. 21. The direction of motion 
indicated by the subscripts is approximate since the solvent does not lie exactly on axis. 

calculations discussed above in this section suggest that 
this broad feature is due to a third cluster origin at 50 851.4 
cm- I and van der Waals modes of the three cluster geom
etries. However, the possibility of C arising from multiple 
cluster geometries may not be ruled out. The observed van 
der Waals modes are most likely the totally symmetric 
modes for their respective cluster geometries based on the 
intensity of the allowed two photon spectrum and the ob
served Franck-Condon factors for the clusters and bare 
molecule. One is tempted to assign the most intense cluster 
origin to the most stable (largest binding energy) calcu
lated cluster, but the van der Waals mode energies do not 
follow in this order for the totally symmetric species. Con
sequently, we do not suggest at present a relation between 
the observed cluster origin shifts and calculated cluster 
geometries. 

Figure 5 shows the effect of deuteration on the origin A 
fine structure. The average spacings of 2.8 cm- I for the 
partially resolved structure collapse in the deuterated spe
cies, suggesting that this progression is due to a very low 
frequency van der Waals mode. We suggest that the failure 
to model this intermolecular motion is due to the inability 
of the employed harmonic (force constant) calculation to 
model this low energy interaction. A similar type of phe
nomena is seen in the cluster configuration origin labeled 
B. Upon deuteration, the spacing between these two clearly 
resolved peaks is reduced from 3.0 cm -I to 1.3 cm -I and 
the shoulder at 50792.8 cm- I disappears. This suggests 
that a similar type of motion also exists in this cluster 
conformation. The full spectrum for these clusters is tab
ulated and assigned in Table I. 

C. 1,4-dioxane{CF 4)1 

Figure 7 displays the MRES of the 
1,4-dioxane(CF4h cluster. Transition energies and their 
appropriate labels are listed in Table I. The spectral inten
sities above 51 300 cm - 1 in Fig. 7 have been multiplied by 
2. The lowest energy transition (labeled A) is blue shifted 

316.2 cm- I from the bare 1,4-dioxane origin. A weaker 
feature appears 29.2 cm- I further to the blue and is labeled 
8t. An intense feature (labeled B) appears at 51070.0 
cm-I, blue shifted 406.9 cm- I with respect to the dioxane 
og: it has two partially resolved shoulder peaks to the high 
energy side at 51074.9 cm- I and 51077.9 em-I (labeled 
b t and b2 ). The transition labeled C appears at 51093.6 
cm- I and is blue shifted 430.6 cm- I from the dioxane 
og. Appearing 414.0 cm- I higher in energy than A is a 
weak feature Aa; similarly, a feature labeled Ba, is found 
415.3 cm- I to the blue of B, with two partially resolved 
shoulder features on the high energy side at 51 490.3 
cm- I and 51494.5 cm- I (labeled in Table I as bat and 
bal, respectively). The feature labeled Bp at 51 508.9 
cm- I is 438.9 cm- I from B and the feature labeled By at 
51528.4 cm- 1 is 458.4 cm- 1 from B. No cluster transi
tions are detectable above 51 600 cm -I. An experimental 
upper limit for the 1,4-dioxane(CF4 >t cluster binding en-

B 

Two-Photon Energy. W;\venumher> (em-I) 

FIG. 7. Two photon one color (2+1) MRES of the l,4-dioxane(CF4 }1 

cluster. For energies above 51 300 em-I, intensities have been increased 
by a factor of 2. 
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I .4-DIOXANE(ETHANE) I 

c 

50800 5 1000 51200- 5 ! 400 5160'0 

Two-Photon Energy. Wavenumbers (em-I) 

FIG. 8. Two photon one color (2+ 1) MRES of the 
1.4-dioxane( ethane) 1 cluster. 

ergy is approximately 600-700 cm- I
: this is somewhat 

larger than that found for the 1,4-dioxane(CH4 h cluster. 
In light of the similarity between the CH4 and CF4 

cluster spectra, the analysis of the spectrum displayed in 
Fig. 7 is analogous to that of the 1,4-dioxane( C~) I clus
ter spectrum. The feature labeled A is assigned as the spec
tral origin for one cluster geometry of dioxane ( CF4) I' The 
feature labeled B is certainly an additional cluster geome
try og transition. The weak feature labeled at is assigned as 
a 29.2 cm- I van der Waals mode built on A and the small 
peaks labeled b l and bl are most likely a 5 cm -I van der 
Waals mode progression built on B. The feature labeled C 
is most likely a third cluster geometry origin. Due to their 
characteristic 410-415 cm - I separation from their respec
tive cluster origins, the features labeled Aa, Ba are assigned 
as the first 1,4-dioxane vibronic transition built on A and 
B. The feature labeled Bp is 438.9 cm- I to the blue of B 
but is also 415.3 cm -I to the blue of C. Therefore, Bp may 
be assigned as the second dioxane vibronic transition built 
on B, and the first dioxane vibronic transition built on C. A 
similar situation exists for Br> it being 458.4 cm- I to the 
blue ofB and 434.8 cm- I to the blue ofC and may there
fore be assigned as the third and second dioxane vibronic 
transitions built on B or C, respectively. The peak between 
Bp and Br is a noise spike. 

Calculations are not carried out for this system because 
good fluorine/carbon and fluorinelhydrogen potentials are 
not available in the various calculational alogrithms. 

D. 1,4-dloxane(ethane)1 

The MRES of the 1,4-dioxane(ethaneh cluster is dis
played in Fig. 8. The lowest energy transition is observed at 
50717.1 cm- I (labeled A) and is blue shifted 54.0 cm- i 

with respect to the 1,4-dioxane origin. There are three 
small peaks close to A (labeled a., al, and a3) blue shifted 
with respect to A by 3.8, 18.3, and 29.6 cm- I respectively. 
Shifted 188.3 cm- I to the blue of the l,4-dioxane origin is 
a sharp peak at 50 851.4 cm -I (labeled B) followed by 
another sharp peak at 50889.0 cm- I (bl ) and a broad 

intense feature, with some sharp structures, centered at 
50907 cm- I (labeled C). A group of three features (la
beled Au, Ap, and Ar) is found at 51 127.8 cm- I , 51 157.9 
cm- I , and 51 175.1 cm- I . A weak group of peaks is cen
tered at ca. 51324 cm- I (labeled Cal. Finally, a weak, 
sharp peak labeled A~ is observed at 51446.9 cm- I . The 
transition energies and relative energies for the 
1,4-dioxane(ethaneh clusters are listed in Table I. 

Force field calculations performed with Scheraga's em
pirical potential functions produce 22 different minimum 
energy geometries for the 1,4-dioxane(ethaneh cluster. 
These cluster conformations can be divided into three 
groups in which the ethane molecule lies approximately 
along one of the solute coordinate system axes defined in 
Sec. III A. For each of these groups, the ethane C-C bond 
axis may be oriented in many different ways with respect to 
the appropriate solute axis. Of the 22 calculated geome
tries, 10 have the ethane molecule oriented along the z axis 
with an average binding energy of 538(10) cm-I, for 5 
geometries the ethane molecule is oriented along the y axis 
with an average binding energy of 448 ( 18) cm -I, and in 7 
geometries the ethane is oriented along the x axis with an 
average binding energy of 395(8) cm- I . The reported 
number in parentheses is the average deviation of the en
ergy in each grouping of structures. In each group a special 
conformation can be identified for which the ethane C-C 
bond axis is collinear to the defined solute axis. This is 
similar to the case of ethane clustered with benzene, for 
which calculations predict that ethane may bind with its 
C-C bond axis perpendicular or parallel to the plane of the 
ring, the most stable configuration being parallel to the 
ring plane.2o When calculating the group mean values, the 
binding energies of the three cluster geometries in which 
the ethane C-C bond axis is collinear with the defined 
solute axes are not included. For this special case, the bind
ing energies are 480, 374, and 307 cm- I for the three 
groups described above, respectively. Nonetheless, the im
portant result is that, within a particular representative 
group of structures the clusters along the z axis are most 
stable and those along the x axis are least stable. This is 
consistent with the results obtained for clusters in which 
the solvents are methane or argon. The experimentally de
termined upper limit for the 1,4-dioxane(ethaneh cluster 
binding energy is approximately 900 cm -I (ca. feature 
A~). A normal mode analysis is performed on all of the 22 
geometries to determine the magnitude of the van der 
Waals vibrational frequencies; the van der Waals modes for 
these geometries are between 10 cm- I and 80 cm- I . 

In Fig. 8, the distinct peaks labeled A and Aa, Ap, 
A", and Ac5 are, respectively, assigned as the origin :md 
dioxane vibronic transitions for one cluster conformatIon. 
These transitions are shifted approximately 55 cm -I to the 
blue of the corresponding dioxane bare molecule transi
tions. Those peaks labeled at> al, and a3 are assigned as van 
der Waals modes built on origin A. The peaks labeled B 
and b t are respectively assigned as the origin and van der 
Waals mode transitions of an additional cluster geometry. 
While the minimum energy geometry calculations do not 
provide a definitive interpretation of the spectrum, they do 
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[D,C] l,4-DlOXANE(PROPANE)l 
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FIG. 9. Two photon one color (2+1) MRES of the 1,4-dioxane 
(propane) 1 cluster. 

support the proposal of multiple cluster geometries. There
fore, the features labeled C may be assigned as origins 
and/or van der Waals modes of a number of slightly dif
ferent cluster geometries; however, note that the calcula
tions pretiict multiple geometries for all three representa
tive groups of cluster structures discussed above, while the 
spectrum suggests that only one of these groups displays 
such behavior. 

E. 1,4-dloxane(propane)1 

The MRES of the 1,4-dioxane{propane} 1 cluster is dis
played in Fig. 9. The lowest energy transition is at 50 756.4 
cm- I (labeled A) and is blue shifted 93.3 cm -I with re
spect to the 1,4-dioxane bare molecule origin. Two peaks, 
labeled 81 and 82, are 24.6 cm- I and 48.8 cm- I to the blue 
of peak A. Two broad features {collectively labeled [B,C]} 
are located at 50988.8 cm- I and 51 004.0 cm- I . The first 
of a group of three peaks (labeled Aa, Ap, and Ay) appears 
at 51165.9 cm- I . Centered at 51407 cm- I is a group of 
broad features labeled [B,C]a' The transition energies for 
the 1,4-dioxane{propaneh cluster are listed in Table I. 

Empirical potential energy calculations produce 65 
mmtmum energy geometries for the 1,4-dioxane 
{propane} 1 cluster. These geometries may also be divided 
into three groups in the same manner described above for 
the 1,4-dioxane{ethaneh cluster; however, this categoriza
tion is now complicated by the additional complexity of the 
solvent propane introducing a number of subcategories. 
The details of all of these subcategories are not instructive: 
in all cases of equivalent orientation of the propane along a 
given solute coordinate system axis, the geometries with 
propane along the z axis are most stable and those along 
the x axis are least stable with binding energies ranging 
from 400-700 cm- I . The experimentally determined upper 
limit for the 1,4-dioxane{propane) I cluster binding energy 
is approximately 900-1000 cm- I . A normal mode analysis 
of these geometries produces van der Waals mode energies 
between 10 cm -1 and 65 cm -1. 

A 

Two-Photon Energy, Wavenumbers (em-I) 

FIG. 10. Two photon one color (2+ I) MRES of the 
1,4-dioxane(cyclohexane-h12>t cluster (top trace) and the 
l,4-dioxane(cyclohexane-d12 >t cluster (bottom trace). 

The detailed assignments for the observed features for 
this cluster system are based on those for dioxane 
{C14h, {CF4h, and {C2H6h: these are given in Table I. 
The difference is that, in the dioxane{propaneh cluster 
spectrum, one cannot distinguish between the B and C 
cluster origins due to the apparent similarity of their tran
sition energies. 

F. 1,4-dloxane(cyclohexane)1 

Figure 10 displays the MRES of 
1,4-dioxane(cyclohexane-hI2 h (top trace) and 
1,4-dioxane(cyclohexane-ddl (bottom trace). The posi
tions of the dioxane origin and vibronic transitions appear 
in these spectra as negative signals. The top trace shows 
three groups of features, the lowest energy peak in each 
group is labeled A, Aa, and Ac5• The energies of the first 
three transitions in each group are listed in Table I. Each 
of these groups has a sharp feature at the low energy side 
and followed by a number of broad features spanning ap
proximately 100 cm -1. The bottom trace in Fig. 10 shows 
that upon deuteration of cyclohexane the positions of all of 
these features are shifted approximately 10 cm -I to the 
blue, but the relative spacings between these features do 
not change. 

Potential energy calculations for the 1,4-dioxane 
(cyclohexane) 1 cluster produce 50 minimum energy con
figurations. Due to the relatively large size of the solvent 
molecule and the similarity of the solute and solvent, these 
geometries cannot be categorized in the manner stated 
above for the smaller solvents. The binding energies for 
these geometries range from 450--890 cm -1. The experi
mental upper limit for the 1 ,4-dioxane ( cyclohexane) I clus
ter binding energy is approximately 1100--1300 em-I. A 
normal mode analysis of these geometries produces van der 
Waals mode frequencies between 8 cm -1 and 65 em -I. 
Upon deuteration of cyclohexane, these calculations pre
dict a 0.5-4 cm -I decrease in van der Waals mode frequen
cies. 
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Two·Photon Ener!!y. Wavenumb~r, (em-!) 

FIG. 11. Two photon one color (2+ 1) MRES of the 1,4-dioxane 
(SU4) I cluster. 

Based on the minimum energy geometry calculations 
and the normal mode analysis, the feature labeled A are 
assigned as the spectral origin for one cluster geometry and 
the group of features labeled [B,C] are assigned as the 
spectral origins of mUltiple cluster configurations. If these 
broad, congested features were van der Waals vibrational 
modes, one would expect a reduction in their relative en
ergies upon deuteration; however, no significant reduction 
of these differences is observed. The peaks labeled Aa and 
the first two peaks in the group labeled [B,C]a,p,y are 
shifted approximately 414 cm- I from origins A and [B,C], 
respectively, and this corresponds to the first 1,4-dioxane 
vibronie transition. Likewise, the peaks labeled AI) and 
[H,C]I) are shifted approximately 737 cm- I from those la
beled A and [H,C], respectively; this spacing corresponds 
to the fourth observed l,4-dioxane vibronic transition. The 
transition energies, relative energies, and assignments are 
listed in Table I. 

G. 1,4-dloxane(SIH4), 

A trace of the 1 A-dioxane (SiH4 ) 1 cluster MRES is 
shown in Fig. 11. The analysis of this spectrum is analo
gous to that of 1,4-dioxane(C14)I' The first peak which 
appears at 50 999.9 cm -I is blue shifted by 336.8 cm- I 

with respect to the bare 1 A-dioxane origin. This peak is 
assigned as the origin of one cluster configuration and is 
labeled A. A small sharp peak blue shifted 14.9 cm- I with 
respect to A is assigned as a van der Waals mode built on 
A. The three peaks (grouped close together and labeled B) 
may be assigned as either origins of slightly different clus
ter geometries and/or van der Waals modes; however, 
their intensity pattern suggests that they are the result of 
different cluster geometries. To higher energy a group of 
features labeled C is centered at approximately 51 075 
cm - I. The presence of many features in this group may be 
attributed to either multiple cluster geometries, van der 
Waals vibrational modes, or a combination of both. The 
features labeled Aa, Ba, and Ca are assigned as the dioxane 
415 cm - 1 vibronic transition built on A, B, and C, respec-

IA.Il.C! !.4.DIOXANE(TMS'1 

[A,B,Cj a.~.y 

SIOO() SISOO 

FIG. 12. Two photon one color (2+ 1) MRES of the l,4-dioxane 
(TMSh cluster. 

tively. Likewise, the features labeled Ay and By are as
signed as the dioxane 734 cm - I vibronic transition built on 
A and B. No cluster signal is observed above 51 800 
cm -I. This suggests an upper limit to the cluster binding 
energy of 1100-1200 cm- I. This result seems high in light 
of the results for the 1,4-dioxane(methane) I and 
1,4-dioxane( CF4h clusters. 

H. 1,4-dloxane(TMS), 

The MRES of the 1,4-dioxane(tetramethylsilane
TMS)I cluster is shown in Fig. 12. The spectrum consists 
of four broad features, the first three of which are labeled 
[A,B,C], [A,B,C]a,p,y> and [A,B,C]I)' The low energy edge of 
[A,B,C] is blue shifted 475 cm -1 with respect to the 1,4-
dioxane origin. The low energy edge of [A,B'C]a,p y and 
[A,B,C]I) are approximately 410 cm- 1 and 730 cm- i from 
A, respectively. The full width at half-height of [A,B,C], 
[A,B,C]a,p,y> and [A,B,C].s are approximately 60,95, and 60 
cm -I, respectively. The transition energies and the half
height widths of these features suggest that [A,B,C] is the 
origin transition for many clusters, [A,B'C]a,p,y corre
sponds to the first three 1 A-dioxane vibronie transitions, 
and [A,B,C].s corresponds to the fourth lA-dioxane vi
bronie transition. The breadth of these features is a result 
of multiple geometries and/or low frequency van der 
Waals modes. Although TMS is similar to methane, tet
rafluoromethane, and silane (specifically, they are all sym
metric top molecules), the 1 ,4-dioxane(TMS) I cluster 
spectrum is very similar to that of cyclohexane. No signal 
is observed above 52 200 cm -1. This suggests an upper 
limit to the cluster binding energy of 2000 cm - 1. This 
binding energy is quite high in light of other cluster results. 
This result most likely represents the inability of large 
amounts of energy to find its way into the reaction coor
dinate for dissociation due to a high density of states. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

One color 2 + 1 mass resolved excitation spectroscopy 
is used to obtain molecular Rydberg spectra of l,4-dioxane 
clustered with nine nonpolar solvents. These spectra are 
analyzed in terms of calculations which model the mini
mum energy cluster geometry and the van der Waals nor
mal mode energies for these structures. The results show 
that, as the solvent becomes more complex, so do the clus
ter spectra and calculated cluster structures. For 1,4-
dioxane clustered with Ar and Kr, model calculations in
dicate that two cluster geometries exist: this is in good 
agreement with spectral results. Comparable results are 
obtained by a similar analysis of the 
1,4-dioxane(methaneh cluster spectra. In this case, com
puter simulations find three stable cluster geometries, two 
of which have analogous structures and binding energies to 
those found for dioxane clustered with Ar and Kr, and a 
third which is less stable. These assignments are also con
firmed by the deuteration (and fluorination) of methane 
which facilitates the discrimination of transitions resulting 
from either van der Waals modes or different cluster ge
ometries. These results show that, for this system, empiri
cal potential energy calculations provide a reasonable 
model for cluster geometries and intermolecular van der 
Waals modes. An exception to this generalization is the 
apparent inability of the employed harmonic potential to 
model very low frequency intermolecular motions such as 
those observed for the 1,4-dioxane(methane) 1 cluster spec
trum. For l,4-dioxane clustered with ethane, broad fea
tures appear in the spectrum which are assigned as a com
bination of multiple cluster geometries and van der Waals 
modes based on the cluster geometry simulations and the 
magnitude of the calculated van der Waals normal mode 
energies. This trend continues, with the cluster Rydberg 
spectra becoming more congested for dioxane clustered 
with propane, silane, tetramethylsilane (TMS), and cyclo
hexane. This is most likely due to two things which are a 
result of increasing solvent complexity: (i) the number of 
possible cluster geometries increases, and (ii) the differ
ence in transition energies for these geometries decreases. 

An upper limit for the cluster binding energy may be 
determined from the energy at which the cluster signal 
vanishes. These maximum binding energies are approxi
mately 100-300 cm - 1 greater than calculated binding en
ergies. This difference probably reflects the relative effi
ciency at which a sufficient amount of excess vibrational 
energy may relax into the reaction coordinate for intermo
lecular dissociation (i.e., the rates of intracluster vibra
tional redistribution and vibrational predissociation). 

For all of the clusters, the electronic origins are blue 

shifted with respect to the bare 1,4-dioxane origin. The 
spectral shift for a cluster can be viewed as the difference 
between the ground and excited state binding energies. 
Therefore, the observed blue shift indicates that the cluster 
is destabilized upon excitation to its molecular Rydberg 
state. This observation is consistent with the model in 
which the excited state intermolecular potential becomes 
repulsive due to the increased radial distribution of the 
excited electron in the Rydberg state. 
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